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• The Bank of Japan kept its yield-curve controls
(YCC) unchanged, possibly because it needs more
time to evaluate the adjustment made in December.
Still, in order to enhance the bank's control of the
yield curve, it expanded its lending facilities.

• Despite this, we think it may be difficult to improve
market functioning. The BoJ will likely wait for solid
wage growth before making further adjustments.
We think there is a 70% chance of further tweaks
to YCC in 2023, declining to 30% in 2024.

• If the BoJ abandons YCC, 10-year JGB yields could
increase to 0.8–1.2%, in our view. This would be
positive for Japanese financials, while the impact on
the domestic economy would be limited as long as
the central bank keeps the short-term policy rate at
very low levels.
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What happened?
Despite market speculation to the contrary, the Bank of
Japan (BoJ) kept its monetary policy settings unchanged in
January. After the meeting, 10-year Japanese government
bond (JGB) yields moved back to around 0.4%, USDJPY
temporarily rose above 131, and the Nikkei index gained
more than 2.5%.

While most economists did not expect additional policy
adjustments, the market had priced in further tweaks to
yield curve control (YCC), especially after a media report
on 12 January claiming that the BoJ would review the side
effects of its ultra-easy policy and may adjust its stance if
necessary.

Instead of tweaking its YCC, the BoJ enhanced its liquidity-
boosting framework by extending lending tenors from one
to 10 years and made the lending rates for each year
flexible depending on market conditions; they were set

at 0% previously. This also provides the BoJ with another
potential way to control the yield curve by giving private
banks incentives to conduct JGB carry trades (purchasing
JGBs in the market and selling them to the BoJ).

In its economic forecasts, the BoJ remains cautious about
achieving 2% inflation within its target horizon (see Fig.
1). The bank revised its GDP forecast lower—mainly due
to a global economic slowdown—from 1.9% to 1.7% for
FY2023 (March 2024), and from 1.5% to 1.1% for FY2024
(March 2025). For core CPI (excluding fresh food), the
BoJ kept projections unchanged at 1.6% for FY2023, but
revised FY2024 higher to 1.8% from 1.6%. This is thanks
to government subsidies lowering energy prices in FY2023.
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Figure 1 - BoJ expects below 2% infation
BoJ board members' economic outlook
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BoJ needs more time to evaluate the adjustments
The BoJ’s latest JGB market function ("DI") released in
November showed a continuing deterioration (see Fig. 2),
which might have triggered the surprise YCC adjustment
in December. It seems the BoJ wants to wait and
see whether JGB market functioning improves. Governor
Kuroda emphasized in the press briefing that the bank
needs more time to evaluate the policy adjustment made in
December.

Figure 2 - JGB market functioning deteriorated
sharply
JGB market functioning DI in the BoJ's Bond Market Survey (Diffusion
Index)
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The BoJ could try to keep YCC in place for longer by
enhancing liquidity operations this time. Under the new
lending rules, private banks can borrow money from the BoJ
for a maximum of 10 years by collateralizing JGBs with each
year's yield determined by the central bank.

To evaluate these policy adjustments, the next bond market
functioning survey due on 1 March will be important,
particularly given the BoJ's next policy meeting is scheduled
for 10 March—the last one under Governor Kuroda.

Additionally, the BoJ could think it is appropriate to keep the
10-year JGB yield cap at 0.5% for a while to support the
Japanese economy. Wage growth is not enough to offset
high inflation, and the GDP gap remains negative (see Fig.
3). Spring-time wage negotiations in March–June will also
be in focus from this perspective.

Figure 3 - Wage growth is not yet strong enough
Total wage growth = per-employee wage growth + growth of
employee numbers (y/y %, 3mMA)
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Our view on the BoJ’s next move
As we think JGB market functioning is unlikely to improve
even with the recent adjustments, it may only be a matter
of time before the BoJ makes further changes or even
terminates YCC altogether, in our view. The market may
continue to challenge the BoJ to keep tweaking policy, and
this could drive the bank to give up the current YCC regime
in the near future.

But from a fundamental economic point of view, we think
it is too early for the BoJ to raise 10-year JGB yields further
before confirming solid wage growth and a positive GDP
gap. The result of spring-time wage negotiations (Shunto)
will become clear around June. But there is some risk of
a BoJ shift after a new governor take office in April and
amid a potential revision of the joint statement with the
government about inflation targets. Overall, we estimate a
70% probability of further changes to YCC, including doing
away with it, in 2023 (25% for March, 15% for April–June,
and 30% for 2H23), declining to 30% in 2024.

We think raising short-term policy rates from –0.1% is
unlikely for a while yet, as this would potentially impact
housing loans. About 70–80% of Japanese homeowners
with a mortgage are on a floating rate, which mainly
depends on the BoJ’s short-term policy rate (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4 - Floating rate mortgages leave
homeowners at the mercy of the short-term
policy rate
BoJ's short-term policy rate and floating housing loan rate (%)
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All eyes will be on who will be put forward as the next BoJ
governor on 10 February. From past experience, we may
see a candidate emerge in the media from late January to
early February. To be sure, we think the direction of travel
toward gradual policy normalization amid wage growth
acceleration will likely be unchanged regardless of who
takes up the post next.

Outlook for 10-year JGB yields
We think the BoJ will maintain the current 0.4–0.5% cap
for 10-year JGB yields in 1H23. But if Japan sees solid
wage growth and a positive GDP gap, the BoJ is likely to
increase the upper limit further to 0.75%, or even abandon
YCC altogether. This could cause 10-year yields to increase
to 0.8–1.2%, in our view, corresponding to 10-year US
Treasury yields around 3–3.5% (see Fig. 5). Still, the BoJ
could try to keep a lid on JGB yields by accelerating the pace
of its bonds purchases. All in all, we believe 10-year JGB
yields could end 2023 at around 0.8%.

Figure 5 - 10-year JGB yields around 0.8–1.2%
correspond to 10-year UST yields at around 3%
JGB 10-year yield and UST 10-year yield (%)
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If we assume there are no further changes to monetary
policy and put potential GDP growth for Japan at around
0.5%—with long-term inflation expectations near 0.5–
1.0% and taking into account some risk premium from
government debt—then we think the neutral rate of the 10-
year JGB yield would technically be around 1.5%.

Implications for Japanese equities
The decision to leave monetary policy unchanged was
welcomed by Japan's equity market, with the Nikkei 225
jumping almost 2.5%. This underscores our view that
Japanese stocks are resilient to a global slowdown thanks to
the domestic reopening and relatively low stock valuations.
Markets are overestimating the potential of a BoJ policy
overhaul, in our view, and we believe the recent sell-off in
the Nikkei 225 offers an attractive entry point for Japanese
equities. For more information, see our latest Japanese
equity report on 6 January.

We also think Japanese financials remain attractive, as the
BoJ may allow the 10-year yield to rise to 0.8% by the end
of the year. Many Japanese banks and insurance companies
are trading well below their book values and offer more
than 4% dividend yield. Thus, we expect the shift toward
normalizing monetary policy should help these stocks rerate
in 2023.

Japan's macroeconomic outlook
As long as the BoJ keeps short-term policy rates low enough,
we think the damage to the domestic economy of raising
the 10-year yield would be limited or easily absorbed by a
recovery in demand.

The correlation between capex and real yields has been
low since 2000, suggesting companies are not factoring
borrowing costs into decisions about capex. For the housing
market, 70–80% of Japanese homeowners have floating
rate mortgage loans, which are at the mercy of the BoJ’s
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short-term policy rate. Hence, as long as these are kept
very low, the impact on the housing market should also be
limited.

A strengthening yen fueled by rising JGB yields could harm
manufacturing sentiment, but the impact can be mitigated
by fiscal policies as long as the pace of appreciation is
moderate. In all, we continue to expect real GDP growth
of above 1% for 2023 thanks to the recovery in domestic
demand, after growing 1.5% in 2022 and 1.6% in 2021.
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